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Outline

● recursion
● examples of recursion
● binary search
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Recursion

● supposing you had a java method call itself
● what would happen?
● for example:
static int method multiply(int a, int b) {
    if (a == 1) {
        return b;
    }
    return b + multiply(a – 1, b);
}

● in-class exercise (everyone together): what does

    multiply (2, 5)

return?  why and how?
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Recursion Explained

● all the information about a method call is on the 
Java stack

● so a method can call itself as many times as 
needed
● the parameter values and return locations are 

unique to each invocation of the method
– because they are saved on the stack

● which grows and shrinks as needed

● the caller may be the same or a different method, it 
doesn't matter
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Many Types of Recursion

● recursion can be very convenient
static int method multiply(int a, int b) {
    if (a < 0)
        return – (multiply (-a, b))
    if (a == 0)
        return 0;
    if (a == 1)
        return b;
    return b + multiply(a – 1, b);
}
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Infinite Recursion

● just as loops can be infinite, so can recursion:

void infinite() {

    infinite();

}
● calling infinite will eventually lead to an overflow 

of the Java stack
● it may take a while!
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Making sure recursion terminates

● There must be one or more base case, which 
always return

● For any possible value of parameters, every 
recursive case must get closer to at least one 
of the base cases

● sometimes “closer” is easily defined, sometimes 
not

● but whenever this property is missing, there is 
the possibility of infinite recursion
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Getting closer to the base cases

● static int factorial(n) {
    if (n <= 1)
        return 1;
    return n * factorial(n – 1);
}

● E last(LinkedNode<E> node) {
    if (node.next == null)
        return node.value;
    return last(node.next);

● note that last has infinite recursion on circular lists

● and fails if node is null
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Recursive Methods
for Linked Lists

● How many nodes are in the linked list?
int countNodes(LinkedNode<E> node) {
    if (node == null) return 0;
    return 1 + countNodes(node.next);

● Is an element in the Linked List?
boolean exists(LinkedNode<e> n, Object v) {

    if (node == null) return false;

    if (v.equals(node.value)) return true;

    return exists(n.next, v);

● recursion is a natural for linked lists!
● as long as the linked list has finite length
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Fun facts about recursion

● every loop can be replaced by recursion
● but not every recursion can be replaced by a loop

(unless the loop uses an explicit stack)
● some things must be computed recursively (or with a stack):

int ackermann(int m, int n) {

    if (m == 0) return n + 1;

    if (n == 0) return ackermann(m – 1, 1);

    return ackermann(m – 1, ackermann(m, n – 1));

}

● sometimes recursion is the simplest way of thinking of 
problems
● can you imagine using recursion to evaluate infix expressions?
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The Java system stack

● at any given moment during execution, the Java stack holds 
information about what executions are suspended:
● what calls have been made, but not completed

● for recursion, the stack must have:
● return address
● parameters
● local variables

● the stack also holds exception handlers, i.e. information about 
try/catch blocks
● throwing an exception means popping method information (frames) from 

the stack until we find a matching catch
● the LIFO discipline of a stack works because a method execution 

is entirely contained within the execution of the calling method
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The Java system stack: 
implementation

● the Java stack is similar to an array stack
● Java sets aside memory for the stack
● a global variable, the Stack Pointer, refers to the top of stack

– another variable, the Frame Pointer, may record the value of the Stack 
Pointer when this method was called

● this stack has limited maximum size (does not grow)
● so may overflow in case of infinite recursion
● as long as the language implementation is correct, the 

stack never underflows:
● can underflow when returning from a method that was not called!

● the Java system stack is not visible to the Java programmer
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Principles of Recursion

● many problems have:
● an obvious solution when they are small, and
● a way to make a big problem into a smaller problem 

● if this is the case, we can solve any size problem!

● for example, I know the length of a linked list whose head 
is null.  This is my base case

● if head is not null, I know the length is one more than the 
length of head.next.  This is my recursive case

● (as long as the linked list is not circular) head.next is 
closer to my base case than head
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Recursive Methods
for Linked Lists (partial review)

● How many nodes are in the linked list?
int countNodes(LinkedNode<E> node) {
    if (node == null) return 0;
    return 1 + countNodes(node.next);

● Is an element in the Linked List?
boolean exists(LinkedNode<e> n, Object v) {

    if (node == null) return false;

    if (v.equals(node.value)) return true;

    return exists(n.next, v);

● concatenate two linked lists:

LinkedNode<E> concat(LinkedNode<E> a, LinkedNode<E> b) {

    if (a == null) return b;

    return new LinkedNode<E>(a.value, concat(a.next, b));

● recursion is a natural for linked lists!
● as long as the linked list has finite length
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Recursive Thinking
Binary Search

● can I break up a problem into one or more 
similar and smaller problems?

● example: find a number in a phone book
● computer equivalent: find a number in a sorted 

array
● one solution: search through all the numbers 

with while or for loops: this is an iterative 
solution

● and takes linear time, O(n) 
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Recursive Thinking
Binary Search

● a better solution: use recursion (recursive solution)
● if the array only has one element, I know how to look it 

up
● if I have many elements, I can look at the middle one, 

and determine whether the number may be:
● where I am looking: problem solved (a base case), or
● before where I am looking: problem is smaller, or
● after where I am looking: problem is smaller

● so, either I've solved the problem, or I can call the same 
method recursively to solve the smaller sub-problem
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Binary Search: details

● we could do binary search by copying the part of the 
array where the value has to be (if any) to a new array

● however, this would take time O(n)
● instead, as in the queue implemented with an array, 

we keep track of the portion of the array that may still 
hold the value

● every time I look in the array, this portion gets smaller
● eventually, this portion gets to be of size one or zero, 

and then I know whether the value is in the array
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Binary Search: example

● sorted array a has 0, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 22
● start by looking in the middle, a[3] is 6
● if we’re looking for 7, it has to be between a[4] and 
a[6]

● so look in the middle (between a[4] and a[6]), a[5] is 
12 > 7

● so 7, if anywhere, has to be in a[4]
● this is called binary search, because at each step I 

break the problem into two (nearly) equal parts
● In-class exercise: what is the runtime of binary search? 
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Binary Search:
sketch of implementation

● as well as the sorted array, we need two integers to tell us 
where the value may still be found

● may call them first and last, or start and end
● the part of the array that the value may still be in, is between 

a[first] and a[last]
● we look at a[(first + last)/2]
● if not found, then update either first or last (not both)
● this can be done in a loop, or recursively!!!

● either way, the thinking is recursive:
● we split the problem in two,
● and do binary search on only one half
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Recursive Binary Search

/* @returns: the index of the item being searched, or -1 */

/* the element is between data[first] and data[last], inclusive */

public int binarySearch(int value, int[] data, int first, int last) {

  if (first > last) {          // base case: empty array

    return -1;

  }

  // if last >= first, last >= middle >= first

  int middle = (last + first) / 2;  // middle ~= first + (last - first) / 2

  if (data[middle] == value) {    // base case: found

    return middle;

  }

  if (data[middle] < value) {  // first recursive case: value in upper half

    return binarySearch(value, data, middle + 1, last);

  } else {  // second recursive case: value must be in the lower half

    return binarySearch(value, data, first, middle - 1);

  }

}

● how can I guarantee that this code terminates?
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Proving that a recursive method 
terminates

● prove that every recursive case gets closer to a base case
● for example, in binary search:

● the base cases are when the value is found, or first > last
● on each recursive call, either first moves towards last, or last 

moves towards first, by at least one: because middle is not less 
than first, middle + 1 is bigger than first, and because middle is 
not greater than last, middle - 1 is less than last 

● in general, must prove that the recursive case approaches 
the base case

● for factorial, a correct proof would depend on whether the 
base case is (n <= 1) or (n == 0) -- if the latter, the 
recursion does not terminate for n < 0
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Binary Search on Objects

● most objects have an absolute ordering
● for example, Strings or other Objects you might define
● we can rewrite the binary search code to compare an array of Object 

values
● to a target value defined to implement the Comparable interface:

int compareTo(T value);

● reminder: x.compareTo(y) returns
● a value less than zero if x < y
● a value of zero if x == y
● a value greater than zero if x > y 

● this can be used instead of the integer comparisons in the binary search 
method

● See the BinarySearch class
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Example of Recursion:
Printing Integers

● print an integer in binary
● must print the most significant bit first

● but easiest to access the least significant bit!
● very easy to do recursively:

private static void printBinary(int toPrint) {

    if (toPrint < 2) {            /* first (or only) bit */

        System.out.print(toPrint);

    } else {

        /* print the digits before this one */

        printBinary(toPrint / 2);

        /* print last bit */

        System.out.print(toPrint % 2);

    }

}

● this code reaches the base case (toPrint < 2) before printing anything
● once the base case is reached, the remaining digits are printed after the inner call completes
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In-class Exercise

● write a recursive method
● to print integers
● printing a comma every 3 digits
● for example, 1,234,567,890 
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